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ABSTRACT
An electronic voting system is described that utilizes printed
vote records (PVRs) in which a voter's vote selections are
recorded in voter readable characters. Optical character
recognition (OCR) techniques may then be utilized to scan
the PVR to record the voter's selections. The OCR data is
then utilized to generate the cast vote record. Thus, the
electronic voting system directly interprets the voter selections from the PVR just as the voter sees the data. In this
manner "what you see is what you get" printed vote record
data is provided for a voter's viewing and that same data is
used to generate the cast vote record.
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION OF
VOTER SELECTIONS FOR CAST VOTE
RECORDS

election dictionary is provided of the potential vote choices.
Thus, for example, candidate names may be entered into the
election dictionary and utilized for pattern matching to the
OCR results. To further ensure accuracy (and address candidates which may have the same or similar names), the
sequence number affiliated with a particular candidate may
be utilized. Further, the line number (or even the contest title
itself) on the PVR may also be utilized as a contest identifier.
In one embodiment, the OCR'ed name and additional data
may be utilized together as the key into the election dictionary. The additional data may be data related to a candidate, but being more than just the candidate name. For
example, in some embodiments, the additional data may be
the sequence number and/or line number data. Thus, for
example, the OCR'ed name and sequence number, the
OCR'ed name and line number, or the OCR'ed name,
sequence number and line number may be utilized together
as the key into the election dictionary. In addition, a long
string matching algorithm may be utilized to provide error
detection to the string. In one embodiment, the Levenshtein
distance algorithm may be utilized for such string error
detection. More specifically, the Levenshtein technique is
used for error detection and the calculation of a "distance"
between the OCR data and each key in the dictionary. If a
calculated distance is below a defined threshold, then the
data is matched to that dictionary entry. Then as described
below, a hash check indicates if all of the matches were
correct. In this manner, OCR data errors may be eliminated
leading to a more robust OCR result which may be used for
the subsequent generation of a cast vote record.
Further, to ensure the PVR is valid and/or has not been
altered after printing, a barcode is also provided on the PVR.
The barcode includes a single digitally signed hash that may
be generated by using a secure hash function to indicate the
PVR is valid and a one way hash of the voter's vote
selections. As part of the scanning process, the optical
character recognition results may be generated and then
verified by use of another hash process. More specifically, a
hash produced from the OCR generated characters may be
compared to the hash provided in the barcode. Such techniques confirm that the PVR was printed from a known
source and that the PVR has not been altered from its
original state. In this manner, a counterfeit PVR or a PVR
that has had its characters altered may be detected. Moreover, if the PVR was improperly or tampered with when
printed this technique may detect such tampering.
To further ensure the accuracy of the OCR process,
additional processing beyond traditional OCR processes
may also be utilized for recognizing the characters presented
on the PVR.
In one embodiment, a method for electronic voting using
printed vote records is provided. The method comprises
recording a voter's vote selections and generating a printed
vote record of the voter's vote selections, the printed vote
record containing voter readable text indicating the voter's
vote selections. The method further comprises scanning the
printed vote record, the scanning including scanning the
voter readable text. The method also includes utilizing
optical character recognition (OCR) on the scanned voter
readable text to create a data set which identifies the voter's
vote selections and generating a cast vote record from the
data set so that voter selections in the cast vote record are
based on the voter readable text.
In another embodiment, a method for electronic voting
using printed vote records is provided. The method may
comprise recording a voter's vote selection with a ballot
marking device and generating a printed vote record of the

This application claims priority to Provisional Patent
Application No. 62/711,212 filed Jul. 27, 2018, the disclosure of which is expressly incorporated herein by reference
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
10

The present disclosure relates to the voting systems for
elections. More specifically, it provides a system and method
for providing paper records of voter selections and generating cast vote records from those paper records.
A variety of electronic voting systems are well known.
Electronic systems include, for example, direct recording
electronic (DRE) voting systems that electronically record
votes to directly create an electronic cast vote record.
Electronic systems also include, for example, systems in
which paper vote records are generated based on a voter's
electronic vote selections, with the paper vote record then
being scanned for creation of the electronic cast vote record
and electronic tabulation. As used herein, an electronic cast
vote record is an electronic record that indicates the determined voter's choice or selection in a manner determined in
accordance with the voting system. Thus, an electronic cast
vote record is an electronic record of a voter's cast voting
selections and may be used in the vote tabulation process.
The use of paper records in an electronic voting allows the
creation of a paper trail of voter selections, for example for
use by an elections office for audit purposes. Such voting
systems have also been called "hybrid voting" as it is a cross
between all electronic DRE voting and paper-based handmarked ballots. Such hybrid systems provide an electronic
voting system in which a printed vote record (PVR) is
produced (allowing a paper record to be an official record),
and then the PVR is scanned on a digital scanner for cast
vote record creation. The PVR may be full sized sheets of
paper (for example standard 8.5xll inch or 8.25x14 inch
paper stock) or may be other specialized sizes. Traditionally,
the PVR contains a barcode that is encoded with the voter's
vote selections. The barcode is then scanned with a scanner
and decoded to generate the electronic cast vote record. It
has been found though, that some voters may find such a
process to lack transparency as the voter cannot readily
review the barcode to confirm the encoded data matches the
voter's vote selections.
It would be desirable to provide an electronic voting
system that utilizes PVRs in a manner that provides better
transparency to the voter.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
In one embodiment, the present disclosure describes an
electronic voting system that utilizes printed vote records
(PVRs) in which a voter's vote selections are recorded in
voter readable characters. Optical character recognition
(OCR) techniques may then be utilized to scan the PVR to
record the voter's selections. The OCR data is then utilized
to generate the cast vote record. Thus, the electronic voting
system directly interprets the voter selections from the PVR
just as the voter sees the data. In this manner "what you see
is what you get" printed vote record data is provided for a
voter's viewing and that same data is used to generate the
cast vote record.
Further, the OCR process utilized accounts for and corrects for potential OCR errors. In one embodiment, an
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voter's vote selections, the printed vote record containing
voter readable text including a candidate name of a voter's
vote selection. The method further comprises electronically
scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including
scanning the candidate name. The method also includes
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the scanned
candidate name to create a first data set. The method further
comprises comparing the first data set with an election
dictionary and generating a cast vote record based on the
comparing of the first data set with the election dictionary so
that voter selections in the cast vote record are based on is
based at least in part on the scanned candidate name.
In yet another embodiment, a method for electronic
voting using printed vote records is provided. The method
comprises recording a voter's vote selections and generating
a printed vote record of the voter's vote selections, the
printed vote record containing voter readable text indicating
the voter's vote selections, the printed vote record further
including a bar code. The method further comprises electronically scanning the printed vote record, the electronical
scanning including scanning the voter readable text and
scanning the bar code. The method also includes utilizing
optical character recognition (OCR) on the scanned voter
readable text to create a data set which identifies the voter's
vote selections and generating a cast vote record from the
data set so that voter selections in the cast vote record are
based on the voter readable text.

explained in more detail below, the voter's selections may be
indicated on the PVR using readable characters so that the
voter may visually confirm their voting selections, thus
providing voting transparency to the voter. The voter may
then enter the PVR into a scanner 20 which provides a
scanned image of the PVR. The scanner 20 may provide that
scanned image of the PVR to a computing device 25 which
is connected to the scanner 25. The computing device may
then perform an OCR process on the scanned image. The
computing device 25 may also provide improved accuracy
and/or error correction of the OCR by utilizing data processing techniques that are described herein to enhance the
conversion of the scanned image to usable data. The scanning hardware for the scanner 20 may be conventional
scanning hardware. However, as described in more detail
below, specialized data analysis of the scanned information
may be provided to improve the integrity and reliability of
the scan. Such data analysis may be accomplished with the
computing device 25. The computing device may then
generate an electronic cast vote record associated with the
voter's selections. It will be recognized that the functionality
of the computing device may alternatively be integrated
within the scanner 20. The BMD 15, scanner 20 and
computing device 25 may each be separate non-integrated
devices. Alternatively, all or some of the functionality of
these devices may be integrated together within one device.
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary BMD. However, it will be
recognized that a wide range of other BMDs may be utilized
while still achieving the advantages of the voting process
described herein. The BMD 100 of FIG. 2 includes a display
105, a voting processing unit 110 and a printer medium input
tray 115. The voting processing unit 110 may include a
variety of hardware and software, including a memory,
processors, associated election software, input devices, etc.,
all as is known in the art. In operation, a voter may utilize
the BMD 100 as part of the process of casting a vote in an
election. The voter may be provided instructions and voting
choices that are presented on the display 105 of the BMD
100. Various voter responses and election selections may be
entered via the display (in the case of a touchscreen display)
or may entered via other inputs such as a keypad, buttons,
dials, etc. that may be part of the voting processing unit 110.
The BMD 100 also includes an internal printer (not shown).
The printer may be utilized to print a voter's selections on
a PVR. In one embodiment, the printer may be a thermal
printer and the PVR may be printed on thermal paper. In
operation, a voter uses the BMD 100 to generate a PVR. The
PVR may then be scanned and processed as described
elsewhere herein to create an electronic cast vote record. As
described herein, the PVR may be utilized not only as part
of the cast vote record generation process, but also as a tool
for the voter to inspect the generated vote selections prior to
casting the voter selections through the scanning process.
As described herein, the BMD may be a hybrid voting
device that combines electronic voting features with the
production of a PVR. Such a technique allows voting
transparency to the voter and provides the election officials
a paper record which may be used for audit or other
purposes. The PVR may be a full sheet of standard paper
stock or may be other customized sizes. As described herein,
OCR may be used to determine the voter selections with the
add-on of additional data process techniques to ensure data
accuracy of the OCR process and ensure validity of the
PVR.
As mentioned, OCR techniques may be utilized to scan
the PVR to record the voter's selections. The OCR data is
then utilized to generate the cast vote record. Thus, the
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
30

A more complete understanding of the present invention
and advantages thereof may be acquired by referring to the
following description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which like reference numbers indicate
like features. It is to be noted, however, that the accompanying drawings illustrate only exemplary embodiments of
the disclosed concept and are therefore not to be considered
limiting of its scope, for the disclosed concept may admit to
other equally effective embodiments.
FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary voting system for utilizing
the techniques described herein.
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary ballot marking device for
utilizing the techniques described herein.
FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary printed vote record generated by the ballot marking device.
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary printed vote record process flow utilizing the techniques described herein.
FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary process flow for matching
OCR data to ballot choices.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
FIG. 1 illustrates one exemplary embodiment of a voting
system for utilizing the techniques described herein. It will
be recognized, however, that the techniques described herein
may be utilized in a wide range of other voting systems. As
shown in FIG. 1, a voting system 10 that may be located at
a polling location includes a ballot marking device (BMD)
15, a scanner 20 and a computing device 25. In one
embodiment of a voting process, a polling official and/or the
voter may activate a voting session on the BMD 15 (in one
example by providing an access code to a voter to access the
BMD 15). After activation, the voter may then make voting
selections on the BMD 15. When the voter has completed
their selections, the BMD 15 may then print out a PVR of
the voter's voting selections. As described above and
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electronic voting system directly interprets the voter selections from the PVR just as the voter sees the data. In this
manner "what you see is what you get" printed vote record
data is provided for a voter's viewing and that same data is
used to generate the cast vote record.
Further, the OCR process utilized accounts for and corrects for potential OCR errors. In one embodiment, an
election dictionary is provided of the potential vote choices.
Thus, for example, candidate names may be entered into the
election dictionary and utilized for pattern matching to the
OCR results. To further, ensure accuracy (and address candidates that have the same or similar names) additional
information beyond just the candidate name be utilized for
comparison to the election dictionary. Thus, in one embodiment, the OCR'ed name and additional data may be utilized
together as the key into the election dictionary. The additional data may be data related to a candidate, but being
more than just the candidate name. For example, in some
embodiments, the additional data may be the sequence
number data affiliated with a candidate. The additional data
may also be line number data affiliated with a contest, and/or
the contest name itself. Thus, for example, the OCR' ed
name and sequence number, the OCR'ed name and line
number, or the OCR'ed name, sequence number and line
number may be utilized together as the key into the election
dictionary. It will be recognized that other combinations of
a candidate name and additional data may also be used.
In addition a long string matching algorithm may be
utilized to provide error detection to the string. In one
embodiment, the Levenshtein distance algorithm may be
utilized for such string error detection. More specifically, the
Levenshtein algorithm is used for error detection and the
calculation of a "distance" between the OCR data and each
key in the dictionary. If a calculated distance is below a
defined threshold, then the data is matched to that dictionary
entry. Then as described below, a hash check indicates if all
of the matches were correct. In this manner, OCR data errors
may be minimized and a more robust OCR result may be
obtained and used for the subsequent generation of a cast
vote record.
The scanned data for write-in candidates may be treated
somewhat differently as the names of write-in candidates
may not be available before the voting process for entry in
an election dictionary to use in the OCR post-processing
steps as described above. In one embodiment, write-in data
may be saved in two parts as part of the cast vote record.
First, a PNG snippet of the entered write-in data (a photo
"snapshot") may be stored as part of the cast vote record.
Second, the OCR digital results of the write-in data are also
stored. Both parts may then be included in the cast vote
record and uploaded for tabulation. When the election office
processes write-in votes, the election office will have the
digital OCR data side by side with the write-in image so that
manual adjudication (if desired) may be accomplished. In
one embodiment, further additional back office write-in
candidate data verification may be accomplished if the
election office generates a certified write-in candidate list.
More particularly, the names from the certified write-in
candidate list may be entered into the back office postprocessing computer systems and then used in the same
manner that the election dictionary described above is used
to provide enhanced accuracy to the OCR results for write-in
candidates.
Further, to ensure the PVR is valid and/or has not been
altered after printing, a barcode is also provided on the PVR.
The barcode includes a single digitally signed hash that may
be generated using a secure hash function to indicate the

PVR is valid and a one way hash of the voter's vote
selections. As part of the scanning process, the optical
character recognition results may be generated and then
verified by use of another hash process. More specifically, a
hash produced from the OCR generated characters may be
compared to the hash provided in the barcode. Such techniques confirm that the PVR was printed from a known
source and that the PVR has not been altered from its
original state. In this manner, a counterfeit PVR or a PVR
that has had its characters altered may be detected. Moreover, if the PVR was improperly or tampered with when
printed, this technique can detect such tampering. It is noted
that the barcode is used to confirm data accuracy and PVR
integrity but, in one embodiment does not have to be used
to determine voter selections. The barcode could be any of
a wide range of barcode types, including for example, one
dimensional barcodes or a matrix two-dimensional barcode
(such as for example a QR code). Further, though described
as one barcode, it will be recognized that the barcode may
be split across multiple barcodes as well. For example, each
barcode could serve as a landmark and the found barcode
positions could be used to correct for scanning skew.
An exemplary PVR provided by the BMD 100 of FIG. 2
is shown in FIG. 3. As shown in FIG. 3, a PVR 300 is
provided. The PVR may include a header region 310 in
which a variety of information may be printed. In one
example, the header region 310 may include instructions to
the voter, information regarding the election, a PVR number,
page information, etc. As shown, in one embodiment a
barcode 320 may be provided in the header region. In the
example shown, the barcode is in the form of a QR code;
however, other barcodes may be utilized. As described
above, the barcode may be used to confirm data accuracy
and/or PVR integrity but, in the exemplary embodiment, is
not used to determine voter selections. The election voting
contests may be shown in the contest section 330 of the PVR
300 as shown. Further, the voter's selections may be shown
in the voter selection section 340 of the PVR 300 as shown.
As seen in FIG. 3, the voter selections are provided in a
character form that is readable by the voter. Thus, voting
transparency is provided to the voter such that the voter can
confirm the PVR matches the selections entered by the voter
on the BMD 100.
The contents of the barcode 320 may contain a wide
variety of information including metadata content and hash
data content. In one exemplary embodiment, the metadata
content may include, but is not limited to a PVR barcode
version, an election ID number, other unique ID numbers, an
election version, precinct split sequence number, party
sequence number, a crossover ballot flag, provisional ballot
flag, official versus test ballot flag, accessibility settings,
sheet number, sequence number of the first contest on the
sheet, the number of lines on the sheet, etc. One use of the
hash content is to ensure all voter selections were read
correctly. Another use of the hash content is to verify the
validity of the PVR itself. The hash may cover, in one
embodiment, ballot metadata sections and all printed data in
the voter selection section 340.
Thus, the barcode uses a single digitally signed hash that
can be used for multiple purposes. First, the single digitally
signed hash may be used to ensure the source origin of the
PVR (that it came from the BMD 100), since it is a digital
signature. In addition, the one way hash of voter selections
provided in the barcode can be used to for a comparison to
a hash of the OCR voter selections. The comparison of the
one way hash of the barcode to the hash of OCR results can
confirm that the PVR was not edited after printing. For
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example, if a voter's selection was edited on the PVR after
printing from a first candidate name to a second candidate
name, the OCR process would decode the second candidate
name, but when hash checked, the first candidate name
would have been utilized to create the barcode hash, and
thus the hash check would fail. In this manner, though the
barcode contains a hash of the voter selection data, the
barcode does not contain the original voter selection data
itself.
FIG. 4 illustrates one exemplary PVR processing workflow utilizing a PVR such as PVR 300 of FIG. 3. It will be
recognized that the workflow of FIG. 4 is merely one
exemplary workflow and many other workflows may utilize
the techniques disclosed herein. As shown in the workflow
of FIG. 4, a scanned PVR is analyzed in accordance with the
flow diagram of the workflow starting with a PVR scan and
ending with either a rejected ballot or a cast or review of the
ballot. As shown in FIG. 4, the workflow starts with step 400
of starting a PVR scan. Next, at step 405 the barcode is
decrypted and at step 405 it is determined if the decrypt
succeeded. It the decryption was successful the workflow
proceeds to step 415. If the decryption was not successful
the workflow proceeds to step 420 where the workflow ends
and the PVR is rejected. At step 515, the PVR is analyzed
to determine if it is allowed. If the PVR is allowed the
workflow proceeds to step 425 and if the PVR is not
allowed, the workflow proceeds to step 420 where the
workflow ends and the PVR is rejected. At step 425, the
PVR is subjected to an OCR process. At step 430, the output
of the OCR is analyzed to confirm it has a valid output (for
example the correct number of lines, etc.). If no, the workflow proceeds to step 420 where the PVR is rejected. If yes,
the workflow proceeds to step 435.
At step 435 the OCR data is matched to the ballot choices.
Then at step 440 the hash is checked and if the hash matches
at step 450 the workflow proceeds to step 460. If the hash
does not match the process proceeds to step 455 where it is
determined if there are still valid alternatives to try. If there
are no valid alternatives to try, the workflow proceeds from
step 455 to step 420 where the PVR is rejected. If there are
valid alternatives to try at step 455, the workflow proceeds
to step 440 it is determined if the number of contests with an
alternate is under a threshold. If the answer is no at step 440,
workflow to step 420 where the PVR is rejected. If the
answer is yes at step 440, workflow proceeds to step 445
where alternates are swapped in. Workflow then proceeds
again to step 440 and steps 440 and 450 are performed again
as described above. At step 460, all write-in areas are
snipped. From step 460, the process proceeds to step 465 to
add OCR text to snippets and then the process ends at step
470 where the PVR is cast or reviewed.
It is noted that, as part of the workflow of FIG. 4, a
process step occurs that matches the OCR data to ballot
choices, for example at step 435 of FIG. 4. Details regarding
this process step are shown in more detail in FIG. 5. It will
be recognized that the workflow of FIG. 5 is merely one
exemplary matching workflow and many other workflows
may utilize the techniques disclosed herein. As shown in
FIG. 5, a process is shown for ballot choice matching for
each OCR entry. As shown in step 500, the workflow of FIG.
5 beings with an OCR entry. At step 505, the workflow
concatenates the choice name and additional data (in this
example a sequence number) and the value for each possible
ballot choice to create comparison strings. Note, this may
include "no selection" strings to account for the situation
where no selection is made by the voter. Then at step 510,
the process finds the comparison string with the lowest

Levenshtein distance to the OCR string. Next at step 515, it
is determined if the Levenshtein distance is under a threshold. If yes, the process proceeds to step 525. If no, the
process proceeds to step 520 and the printed vote record is
rejected. At step 525 it is determined if any other chances
have the same distance. If no, the process proceeds to step
535. If yes, the process proceeds to step 530. At step 535 the
choice provided is used and the process proceeds as shown
in FIG. 4 and described above. At step 530, the other choices
are added to the valid alternatives list and the process then
proceeds to step 535.
Thus, as described herein, a PVR is provided that is
readable by a voter. Further, the readable text is utilized to
generate an electronic cast vote. By being readable, full
voter verification of a voter's vote selections is provided in
a format that provides transparency to the voting process. An
OCR process is performed on the PVR and the output of the
OCR process is further processed in order to ensure data
integrity and reliability. In one embodiment, an election
dictionary is provided of the potential vote choices and the
election dictionary and other data on the PVR is utilized to
provide reliable matching of the OCR results with the proper
ballot choice. A barcode and hash process may further be
utilized to ensure PVR integrity and security. Thus, a voter's
choices are shown in text and OCR techniques are utilized
while a barcode is utilized for PVR and choice verification.
In this manner, a secure, reliable and transparent voting
workflow is provided.
Further modifications and alternative embodiments of this
invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art in view
of this description. Accordingly, this description is to be
construed as illustrative only and is for the purpose of
teaching those skilled in the art the manner of carrying out
the invention. It is to be understood that the forms and
methods of the invention herein shown and described are to
be taken as presently preferred embodiments. Equivalent
techniques may be substituted for those illustrated and
described herein and certain features of the invention may be
utilized independently of the use of other features, all as
would be apparent to one skilled in the art after having the
benefit of this description of the invention.
What is claimed is:
1. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selections;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text indicating the voter's vote selections;
scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including
scanning the voter readable text;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned voter readable text to create a data set which
identifies the voter's vote selections; and
generating a cast vote record from the data set so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
voter readable text,
wherein identifying the voter's vote selection includes
comparing the data set to an election dictionary, the
election dictionary containing potential vote choices,
wherein the comparing the data set to the election dictionary is utilized to confirm an accuracy of the OCR to
limit potential OCR errors.
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the comparing the data
set to an election dictionary includes using a long string
matching algorithm.
3. The method of claim 2, wherein the long string matching algorithm uses a Levenshtein distance value.
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4. The method of claim 1, wherein the data set includes a

candidate's name, the data set combined with additional
information related to the voter's vote selection to assist in
identifying the voter's vote selection.
5. The method of claim 4, wherein the additional information includes information affiliated with a candidate and/
or information affiliated with a contest.
6. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selections;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text indicating the voter's vote selections;
scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including
scanning the voter readable text;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned voter readable text to create a data set which
identifies the voter's vote selections;
generating a cast vote record from the data set so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
voter readable text; and
providing a bar code on the printed vote record, the bar
code including information indicative of the voter's
vote selections,
wherein the bar code is utilized to confirm that results of
the OCR match the voter's original selections by comparing data in the bar code to the data set created by the
OCR.
7. The method of claim 6, wherein the bar code is utilized
to confirm the printed vote record is valid.
8. The method of claim 6, wherein the bar code is a one
dimensional bar code.
9. The method of claim 6, wherein the bar code is a two
dimensional bar code.
10. The method of claim 9, wherein the bar code is a QR
code bar code.
11. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selections;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text indicating the voter's vote selections;
scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including
scanning the voter readable text;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned voter readable text to create a data set which
identifies the voter's vote selections; and
generating a cast vote record from the data set so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
voter readable text,
wherein a first hash produced from the data set is compared to a second hash provided on the printed vote
record, a comparison of the first hash and the second
hash confirming an integrity of the printed vote record.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein the second hash is
provided in a bar code on the printed vote record.
13. The method of claim 12, wherein the encoded data is
a one dimensional bar code.
14. The method of claim 12, wherein the encoded data is
a two dimensional bar code.
15. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selection with a ballot marking
device;
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generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text including a candidate name of a voter's
vote selection;
electronically scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including scanning the candidate name;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned candidate name to create a first data set;
comparing the first data set to an election dictionary, the
election dictionary containing potential vote choices,
wherein the comparing the first data set to the election
dictionary is utilized to confirm an accuracy of the
OCR to limit potential OCR errors; and
generating a cast vote record based on the comparing of
the first data set with the election dictionary so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
scanned candidate name.
16. The method of claim 15, wherein the comparing the
first data set to the election dictionary includes using a long
string matching algorithm.
17. The method of claim 15, further comprising providing
a bar code on the printed vote record.
18. The method of claim 15, further comprising:
providing additional data in the first data set, the additional data set obtained by scanning additional information related to the voter's vote selection to assist in
identifying the voter's vote selection.
19. The method of claim 18, wherein the additional
information includes information affiliated with a candidate
and/or information affiliated with a contest.
20. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selection with a ballot marking
device;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text including a candidate name of a voter's
vote selection;
electronically scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including scanning the candidate name;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned candidate name to create a first data set;
comparing the first data set with an election dictionary;
and
generating a cast vote record based on the comparing of
the first data set with the election dictionary so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
scanned candidate name,
wherein a first hash produced from the first data set is
compared to a second hash provided on the printed vote
record, a comparison of the first hash and the second
hash confirming an integrity of the printed vote record.
21. The method of claim 20, further comprising:
providing additional data in the first data set, the additional data set obtained by scanning additional information related to the voter's vote selection to assist in
identifying the voter's vote selection.
22. The method of claim 20, wherein the second hash is
provided in a bar code on the printed vote record.
23. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selections;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text indicating the voter's vote selections, the
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printed vote record further including a bar code, the bar
code including information indicative of the voter's
vote selections;
electronically scanning the printed vote record, the electronical scanning including scanning the voter readable
text and scanning the bar code;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned voter readable text to create a data set which
identifies the voter's vote selections; and
generating a cast vote record from the data set so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
voter readable text,
wherein the bar code is utilized to confirm that results of
the OCR match the voter's original selections by comparing data in the bar code to the data set created by the
OCR.
24. The method of claim 23, wherein the bar code is
further utilized to confirm the printed vote record is valid.
25. The method of claim 23, wherein identifying the
voter's vote selection includes comparing the data set to an
election dictionary.
26. The method of claim 25, wherein the data set wherein
a candidate's name, the data set combined with additional
information related to the voter's vote selection to assist in
identifying the voter's vote selection.
27. The method of claim 26, wherein the additional
information includes information affiliated with a candidate
and/or information affiliated with a contest.
28. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selections;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text indicating the voter's vote selections, the
printed vote record further including a bar code;

electronically scanning the printed vote record, the electronical scanning including scanning the voter readable
text and scanning the bar code;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned voter readable text to create a data set which
identifies the voter's vote selections; and
generating a cast vote record from the data set so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
voter readable text,
wherein a first hash produced from the data set is compared to a second hash provided in the bar code, a
comparison of the first hash and the second hash
confirming an integrity of the printed vote record.
29. A method for electronic voting using printed vote
records, comprising:
recording a voter's vote selections;
generating a printed vote record of the voter's vote
selections, the printed vote record containing voter
readable text indicating the voter's vote selections;
scanning the printed vote record, the scanning including
scanning the voter readable text;
utilizing optical character recognition (OCR) on the
scanned voter readable text to create a data set which
identifies the voter's vote selections;
generating a cast vote record from the data set so that
voter selections in the cast vote record are based on the
voter readable text; and
providing encoded data on the printed vote record, the
encoded data including information indicative of the
voter's vote selections,
wherein the encoded data is scanned and utilized to
confirm that results of the OCR match the voter's
original selections by comparing data in the bar code to
the data set created by the OCR.
30. The method of claim 29, wherein the encoded data is
a QR code bar code.
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